EmDL: Extracting miRNA-Drug Interactions from Literature.
The microRNAs (miRNAs), regulators of post-transcriptional processes, have been found to affect the efficacy of drugs by regulating the biological processes in which the target proteins of drugs may be involved. For example, some drugs develop resistance when certain miRNAs are overexpressed. Therefore, identifying miRNAs that affect drug effects can help understand the mechanisms of drug actions and design more efficient drugs. Although some computational approaches have been developed to predict miRNA-drug associations, such associations rarely provide explicit information about which miRNAs and how they affect drug efficacy. On the other hand, there are rich information about which miRNAs affect the efficacy of which drugs in the literature. In this paper, we present a novel text mining approach, named as EmDL (Extracting miRNA-Drug interactions from Literature), to extract the relationships of miRNAs affecting drug efficacy from literature. Benchmarking on the drug-miRNA interactions manually extracted from MEDLINE and PubMed Central, EmDL outperforms traditional text mining approaches as well as other popular methods for predicting drug-miRNA associations. Specifically, EmDL can effectively identify the sentences that describe the relationships of miRNAs affecting drug effects. The drug-miRNA interactome presented here can help understand how miRNAs affect drug effects and provide insights into the mechanisms of drug actions. In addition, with the information about drug-miRNA interactions, more effective drugs or combinatorial strategies can be designed in the future. The data used here can be accessed at http://mtd.comp-sysbio.org/.